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Our Solutions
Houses of Worship 
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Compact column speakers to uniformly cover long chapels
and large naves

Houses of Worship
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Hallowed structures with devout congregations call for natural 
sound in a discreet frame. In houses of worship with impressive 
architecture and arched ceilings or even simplistic buildings 
with minimal décor, the narrow vertical coverage of K-array’s 
slim column speakers minimizes the sound spill towards the 
ceiling and the floor, thus increasing the intelligibility in these 
highly reverberant environments. The possibility to customize 
the color of the speakers to perfectly match the décor of the 
sanctuary is available.
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Guildford Cathedral
Guildford | England
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Houses of Worship
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Tornado-KT2

Audio Solution

Guildford’s Grade II Cathedral designed by British architect Edward 
Maufe is one of the UK’s more modern worship spaces and one of 
only three built in the 20th century.

Apart from holy service, the cathedral is used quite extensively by the 
University of Surrey for concerts and graduation ceremonies which 
require a full-range system, so the cathedral’s technical staff decided 
to replace the outdated 100V line loudspeaker system that was no 
longer up to the task.

System integrators installed a system of K-array line arrays throughout 
the nave, inward-facing on the pillar to ensure that sound is directed 
solely at the congregation and away from reflective surfaces. Color-
customized K-array subs were fixed on the outside of every other 
pillar and spot monitors were installed under the choir pews.

https://www.k-array.com/en/project/guildford-cathedral/
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Basilica of Santissima Annunziata
Florence | Italy
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Basilica of Santissima Annunziata
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Audio Solution
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Anakonda-KAN200
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Rumble-KU210

2x

Vyper-KV52

The Basilica Santissima Annunziata is a monumental church in 
Florence, Italy dedicated to the Virgin Mary with origins dating as 
far back as 1081. The ornate basilica includes original frescos that 
beautifully depict the Miraculous Annunciation.

When the administration of Florence decided to overhaul the AV at 
Santissima Annuziata, they requested an audio installation that would 
ensure optimal coverage of all areas of the basilica where religious 
ceremonies are held, which became the most complex aspect of 
the system requirements given that the services are celebrated at 
different locations throughout the church. Another consideration 
was the excessive reverberation. Officiants realized that a unique 
solution employing compact loudspeakers would be needed.

https://www.k-array.com/en/project/basilica-santissima-annunziata/
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St. Patrick’s Cathedral
New York | US
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St. Patrick’s Cathedral
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Kobra-KK102 I

Audio Solution

St. Patrick’s Cathedral, located in midtown Manhattan, has been an 
iconic national landmark for more than 130 years and is one of the 
most visited churches in the US.

Recently St. Pat’s underwent a massive, multi-year renovation that 
included extensive interior and exterior structural restorations while 
the audio system was in need of an overhaul as well. The church 
required a system with minimal visual profile and high intelligibility in 
a very reverberant environment.

https://www.k-array.com/en/project/st-patricks-cathedral/
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Archabbey of Pannonhalma
Pannonhalma | Hungary
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The 13th century Archabbey of Pannonhalma recently underwent 
thorough renovations that included an updated audio system. 
However, due to heavy flaws in the quality of installation and the 
need for higher levels, a new acoustic system was required.

A powerful system of K-array line arrays comprised of color 
customized Lyzards, Vypers and Kobras was installed at the altar, in 
the nave and at the font of the baptistery rectifying the issues of the 
priory system. 

Archabbey of Pannonhalma

Audio Solution

3x

Vyper-KV52
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Lyzard-KZ14
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Kommander-KA24
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Thailand Royal Crematory
Bangkok | Thailand
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Thailand Royal Crematory

Audio Solution

One year after the passing of Thailand’s monarch, King Bhumibol, 
his cremation was to be carried out in a magnificent and respectful 
ceremony according to ancient traditions.

The crematorium site spans more than eight hectares - the 
equivalent of more than 10 football pitches - located next to the 
Grand Palace in Bangkok. Given the importance of prayer and song, 
the government’s project inspector, Srimuang Jusntasri asked for 
three basic requirements of the audio: the sound equipment must 
perfectly blend in with the structures on site; if visible at all, it must be 
heard everywhere at all times; and must sound perfect.

The Phra Merumas was a heavily-decorated golden structure so  a 
system of K-array’s loudspeakers customized in 24K gold-plated 
finish allowed for exceptional seamless integration in additon to their 
slim white column speakers.

18x

Vyper-KV52Sp
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16x

Kobra-KK102 I

8x

Lyzard-KZ14

https://www.k-array.com/en/project/royal-cremation-ceremony/
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Iglesia de Cristo Ebenezer Mega Church
San Pedro Sula | Honduras
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Iglesia de Cristo Ebenezer Mega Church
The Church of Christ Ebenezer in San Pedro Sula, Honduras was 
founded in 1994 with the arrival of Pastor German Ponce and his 
family after they moved from Guatemala.
The congregation’s reach includes worshippers in the United States 
of America, Guatemala, Mexico, Spain, Argentina, Chile, El Salvador, 
Canada, Venezuela, Colombia, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Ecuador, 
Dominican Republic, Peru, the Netherlands, Panama, Puerto Rico, 
Sweden and various cities around the world
The temple, capable of holding 7,000 adults plus 1,500 children, 
was specifically designed into circular structure to optimize the 
acoustics which, together with the compact technology of the 
original PA system comprised of K-array, ensured outstanding audio 
performance.
The church team loved the power of the system and the coverage 
was really long so when they required an updated system to cover 
a growing congregation yet continued to provide high clarity, they 
once again chose K-array.
The audio system was replaced with 17 Mugello-KH5 line array 
elements paired with 4 powerful Mugello-KS5 subwoofers.

Audio Solution
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2x

Mugello-KH3

2x

Mugello-KS5
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Jikjisa Temple
Gimcheon | South Korea
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Jikjisa Temple
Established 1,600 years ago in Kimcheon in the Kyungsangdo 
province of South Korea, Jikjisa is the largest temple in Jogye Order 
of Korean Buddhism.
Within the temple, the Buddhist sanctuary required high quality 
sound produced by loudspeakers that harmoniously integrated with 
the temple design. 
Korea distributor SoundUs has a close relationship with Byupdeung, 
the Buddhist monk who is responsible for the temple and, after 
checking the design of temple, they decided K-array was the most 
natural solution and won the project. 
The maximum peak SPL of speaker had to be more than 130dB 
so the team designed a system consisting of 12 Python–KP52 line 
arrays paired with 6 Rumble-KU212 subwoofers all customized in 
brushed stainless steel finish. 4 Kommander-KA84 amplifiers drove 
the system. 
The horizontal coverage of main speaker is 80-90˚ and the vertical 
coverage is adjustable. The main speakers are located at 6 points for 
the high definition.  
This installation marked the first time the brushed finish was 
employed in Korea. It was decided to customize the finish to make 
it more suitable for the wooden temple, but at the time it gives the 
temple a more luxurious look. 
After remodeling the interior design, Jikjisa held an opening ceremony 
where more than 100 people from 80 temples were in attendance. 
The temple, along with K-array, received high praise for its design 
and sound. 

Audio Solution
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Vyper
Ultra-flat aluminum line array element

The Vyper line is the flattest speaker in the K-array portfolio. The passive speaker system is housed in an elegant 
and resistant 2”-deep aluminum frame turned on a lathe from a solid metal block.

With closely-spaced cone drivers, the Vyper demonstrates true line array characteristics: phase coherence, 
low distortion and focused listening in both the near field and at a distance from the speaker. This Pure Array 
Technology allows the Vyper to cover venues uniformly and provide long throw.

For easier use and integration with other speakers or amplifiers, the Vypers feature selectable impedance and 
when paired with one of the subwoofers in the Rumble line, powered by a Kommander amplifier with specific 
presets optimized for the Vyper, the loudspeaker assures excellent coverage of the entire musical frequency 
range. A steel bracket accessory provides an option to mount wall application for permanent installations.

All Vyper components can be color customized to match any RAL code or coated with a premium brushed or 
polished stainless steel finish which give the products a chameleon-like ability to reflect surrounding surfaces 
and blend in with the background. The most luxurious finish is our 24K gold-plated aluminum which renders 
exceptional performance in a variety of distinct finishes combining beauty and design.

Click this link for read more on Vyper series: 
www.k-array.com/products/line/vyper/

Vyper-KV25 Vyper-KV52

BACK TO

Guilford Cathedral
Basilica of Santissima Annunziata
Archabbey of Pannonhalma
Thailand Royal Crematory

https://www.k-array.com/en/products/line/vyper/
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Python
Stainless steel line array element with 3.15” drivers

The Python is a discreet passive speaker comprised of 3.15” drivers housed in a resistant stainless steel 
frame rendering it resistant to corrosion, rust or stain - perfect for a great variety of both indoor and outdoor 
applications. The Python line contains two sizes: a half meter-long model, KK52 I, and meter-long model, KK102 
I, and can reproduce the whole vocal frequency range with high intelligibility.

Composed of closely-spaced, full-range sound sources, the Python features Pure Array Technology (PAT). With 
no crossover and no reflex, it shows a perfect phase response both in the near and in the far fields, which makes 
this column the perfect solution to cover long distances uniformly. The narrow vertical coverage minimizes the 
sound spill towards the ceiling and the floor, thus increasing the intelligibility in highly reverberant environments 
optimal for theater setups, broadcast studios and houses of worship.

A variety of rigging accessories provides many linking and hanging options to be combined in vertical and 
horizontal line array configurations to satisfy many different venue requirements during temporary events and 
for permanent installations.

Python is available in black or white or customizable with the finest finishes, such as polished, brushed and 24K 
gold-plated stainless steel, to give it a chameleon-like ability to reflect surrounding surfaces and blend in with 
the background. The speakers can also be matched to any RAL color code, rendering the loudspeakers a true 
design element.

Click this link for read more on Python series: 
www.k-array.com/products/line/python-line/

Python-KP52 Python-KP102

BACK TO

Jikjisa Temple

https://www.k-array.com/en/products/line/python-line/
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Kobra
Stainless steel line array element with 2” drivers

The Kobra line is a great example of K-array’s unique performance-to-size ratio employed it its product design. 
With two models - KK102 I and KK52 I - varying in length, the Kobra is a passive speaker housed in a sleek, 
durable stainless steel frame that produces natural quality sound.

Composed of closely-spaced full-range sound sources, the Kobra boasts Pure Array Technology. With no 
crossover and no reflex, it shows a perfect phase response both in the near and in the far fields which makes 
this compact column speaker the perfect solution to cover long distances uniformly.

The narrow vertical coverage minimizes the sound spill towards the ceiling and the floor, thus increasing the 
intelligibility in highly reverberant environments. Integrating one of K-array’s powered subwoofers from the 
Thunder line configured with specific presets for the Kobra, assures excellent coverage of the entire musical 
frequency range.

A variety of rigging accessories allows for various linking and hanging setups in vertical and horizontal line array 
configurations to satisfy many different venue requirements.

The Kobra is available in black or white or customizable with the finest finishes, such as polished, brushed and 
24K gold plated stainless steel, to give it a chameleon-like ability to reflect surrounding surfaces and blend in 
with the background, rendering the loudspeakers an excellent design element.

Click this link for read more on Kobra series: 
www.k-array.com/products/line/kobra/

Kobra-KK102 Kobra-KK52

Basilica of Santissima Annunziata

Archabbey of Pannonhalma
Thailand Royal Cremation Crematory

St. Patrick’s Cathedral

BACK TO

https://www.k-array.com/en/products/line/kobra/
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Anakonda
Flexible, 2-meter-long loudspeaker

When we talk about unique audio solutions, our Anakonda series is the first one that comes to mind as it’s the 
most revolutionary speaker in our product portfolio. It is designed as a problem solver for situations where 
a traditional speaker box can’t be used, but where good intelligibility, ultra-reliability and a sleek design are 
required.

Each Anakonda module is 2 meters in length with a body comprised of a Flexo PET-grade braid exterior that 
allows the speaker to bend into an elegant, seamless shape that you desire. The loudspeaker is modular so it 
can create long lines of continuous clear sound.

Available in black and white, each Anakonda comes with a black and a white fabric sock which can be used 
to cover and protect the speaker from foreign objects and provide the possibility to change colors to match its 
surroundings. Wall brackets are included in the package to make the installation as easy and as fast as possible, 
perfect for concert front fills and theater under-balcony fills. The Anakonda is the perfect fit for any distributed 
sound application, guaranteeing constant and qualified volumes over the entire sound area.

Click this link for read more on Anakonda series:
www.k-array.com/products/line/anakonda

Anakonda-KAN200 Anakonda-KAN200+ Anakonda-KAN200+8

BACK TO

Basilica of Santissima Annunziata

https://www.k-array.com/en/products/line/anakonda/
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Capture
Incredibly thin line array microphone with Pure Array Technology

Ever since we launched our first slim column speaker in 2007, we have maintained our leadership in sleek line 
arrays. With every subsequent product release, we’ve managed to perfect our line arrays composed of closely-
spaced, full-range sound sources by incorporating our Pure Array Technology.

This same technology is now being applied to our line of microphones. The Capture series has three different 
models – the KMC20, KMC20V and KMC20H – to adapt to different mounting needs and feature 8 x 4 mm 
cardiod capsules aligned in a line array configuration and includes a preamplifier (48V Phantom power required).

With all the advantages of a K-array Pure Array Technology, the Captures shows a minimal variation of gain with 
distance. As a result, the distance between the orator and the microphone is not crucial allowing the orator to 
move towards or away from the mic freely without strongly affecting the volume or audio quality.

The polar response is cardioid in the horizontal plane and very narrow in the vertical plan, therefore, when 
mounted in vertical, not only does the mic not pick up sound from behind, but it’s also insensitive to sounds that 
come from above and below, strongly reducing the amount of ambient sound captured. Being very wide in the 
horizontal plane, a single microphone can pick up more people and gives maximum freedom of movement to 
the right and left without volume fluctuations.

When mounted in horizontal, the microphone shows very narrow horizontal pick-up angle and cardioid vertical 
polar patter, resulting in capturing only the person in front of the microphone while standing or sitting.

Click this link for read more on Capture series: 
www.k-array.com/products/line/capture/

Capture-KMC20HCapture-KMC20V Capture-KMC20H

https://www.k-array.com/en/products/line/capture/
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Rumble
Stainless steel line array subwoofers

Components from the K-array subwoofer line, Rumble, have been conceived to create a smaller, yet extremely 
powerful bass system engineered for maximum linear excursion and minimum residual noise.

The Rumble line is a companion to the K-array Lyzard, Vyper, Tornado and Anakonda speakers. The combination 
provides full range frequency response with prodigious output and a virtually invisible profile. The subwoofers, 
KU26, KU44, KU210 and KU212, all boast extended low frequency response and are electronically protected.

The subs are made entirely of steel, making them extremely resistant, even when deployed outside in tough 
weather conditions. This is ideal for water-front environments where ordinary bass speakers would corrode. 
They are impenetrable by foreign objects like dust, sand or water, which over time can damage an ordinary 
audio element.

Rumble is available in black or white with the option for customization with RAL colors and brushed, polished 
and 24K gold plated finishes to adapt to the aesthetics for almost all applications and includes integrated flying 
points for various setups.

A variety of dedicated hardware accessories provide designers with numerous mounting options for permanent 
and portable installations best suited for theaters and other venues where invisible line arrays are ideal. Other 
applications vary from hotels and churches to pubs and restaurants as well as stores and conferences.

Click this link for read more on Rumble series: 
www.k-array.com/products/line/rumble/

Rumble-KU212Rumble-KU44 Rumble-KU26 Rumble-KU210

BACK TO

Guildford Cathedral
Basilica of Santissima Annunziata
Jikjisa Temple

https://www.k-array.com/en/products/line/rumble/
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Pinnacle
High-tech, lightweight powered stereo systems

K-array’s Pinnacle systems are integrated, self-powered speaker systems and the apex of portable audio. Quick 
to install and light to handle, the Pinnacle series provides an abundance of time and cost saving while providing 
the most natural of high quality sound.

Featuring a combination of mid-hi line array elements from our Installed Sound series matched to our powered 
Thunder subwoofers, the Pinnacle line, which includes the KR102, KR202, KR402 and KR802, has a variety of 
sizes and power outputs for a range of applications.

The Pinnacle line allows you to fly the line array elements, which can even be calibrated into a banana shape 
for the most complex applications. The systems are available in sleek black and elegant white as well as our 
premium finishes. We also have the ability to match any RAL code to customize your system for any project.

The systems are ideal for theater, concert halls, museums and every kind of event production. And because it is 
weather resistant, the Pinnacle line is also offers a solution for outdoor setups including live shows and spoken 
word.

Click this link for read more on Pinnacle series: 
www.k-array.com/products/line/pinnacle/

Pinnacle-KR802Pinnacle-KR102 Pinnacle-KR202 Pinnacle-KR402

https://www.k-array.com/en/products/line/pinnacle/
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COLOR
CUSTOMIZABLE

Similar to high-end fashion accessories and jewelry, our products undergo the most 
advanced coating process for a more beautiful and lustrous look.

Vyper   Python   Kobra   Rumble   Pinnacle

PREMIUM
FINISHES

VISUALLY
DESCREET

For architectural reasons, a visually discreet audio system may be required to integrate 
seamlessly with the layout without compromising sound quality.

LIGHTWEIGHT We created a portfolio complete with lightweight products that are easy to transportation 
and quick to setup optimizing logistics, space, labor costs and time.

We have the ability to customize your project by color matching your system to any RAL 
code to help you to better integrate the speakers into a wide variety of venues.

Vyper   Python   Kobra   Rumble   Pinnacle

Vyper   Python   Kobra   Anakonda   Rumble   Capture   Pinnacle

Vyper   Python   Kobra   Anakonda   Rumble   Pinnacle

Python   Kobra   Anakonda

Vyper   Python   Kobra   Anakonda   Kommander   Capture   Pinnacle

WEATHER
RESISTANT

We utilize the most durable and resistant materials when developing our products 
to protect and conserve the system regardless of the elements, rendering a K-array 
installation reliable and long-lasting.

MODULAR
CAPABILITIES

For maximum adaptability to any venue, our slim line arrays are modular when employing 
dedicated hardware that allows the joining of more units to reach a desired length and 
guarantee a perfect coverage.

PRODUCT FEATURES
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Python   Kobra

Anakonda

UNIQUE 
PERFOMANCE-TO-
SIZE RATIO

Produces an impressive high-power performance by producing a high SPL from a small 
frame.

FLEXUOUS 
BODY

A flexo PET-grade braid exterior permits the speaker to bend into any seamless shape 
that you desire while protecting the 1” cone drivers foreign objects such as dust. Its 
even durable enough to support human weight when walked upon.
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OUR UNIQUE TECNOLOGY

PURE ARRAY
TECHNOLOGY

Composed of closely-spaced, full-range sound sources, our line array elements feature 
demonstrate pure line array characteristics.
Vyper   Python   Kobra    Anakonda   Capture   Pinnacle

SELECTABLE
IMPEDANCE

Selectable impedance lets the user to choose the right loudspeaker impedance value 
allowing to set the proper load and maximize performance.

SELECTABLE
COVERAGE

The directivity of many K-array solutions can be modified in order to optimize the 
coverage. Our column loudspeakers are equipped with a regulator with two coverage 
options: SPOT for very narrow sound beaming and FLOOD for wider coverage.

Vyper   Python   Kobra

Python   Kobra

Pinnacle

Pinnacle

Pinnacle

DANTE
COMPATIBLE

With the dedicated K-dante accessory, this solution can be integrated into a Dante 
network making it interoperable with other devices.

ONBOARD
TOUCH SCREEN

An integrated touch screen provides intuitive control over the main DSP functions, from 
signal routing to level and delay settings. The touchscreen can be locked during shows 
or permanent installations via software to avoid any accidental setting changes.

INTEGRATED DSP Built-in DSP allows for fine tuning of every single sonic parameter of the loudspeaker, 
providing the sound engineer the highest control on overall performance and fine 
granularity in system configuration.
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Pinnacle

Pinnacle

Pinnacle

Pinnacle

EN54-24
CERTIFIED

By removing the NL4 connector and adding just a cable that exits from the speaker 
chassis, this solution is EN54 Certified.
Python   Kobra

MODULAR SETUP
CAPABILITIES

The Pinnacle Series are versatile loudspeaker systems that expand upon their portable 
capabilities. The systems have dedicated accessories which permit a hanging 
configuration and encourage the possibility of joining other PAT columns to create 
longer arrays.

ADJUSTABLE
COLUMN
ANGLES

This portable system is not a standard fixed-columns-and-subs combination; the joints 
of the long columns can adjusted to create angles between -15° and +15°, which permit 
concentration of the sound energy to a desired area, avoiding unnecessary reflection 
and noise pollution.

SELF-POWERED
CAPABILITIES

Our self-powered solutions prevent distortion from cumbersome and fragile passive 
crossovers and power loss due to long running cables, and offer plenty of advantages 
ranging from the compactness of the solution to the ease of integration with new and 
existing sound systems.

FOUR-CORNER
PORT
CONFIGURATION

The unique four-corner port configuration provides symmetrical back loading to the 
speakers, for extended bass response with very low distortion.
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MINIMAL VARIATION 
OF GAIN

Due to its line array characteristics, our microphones featuring Pure Array Technology 
show a minimal variation of gain with distance.
Capture

WIDE VERTICAL
POLAR PATTERN

The polar response is cardioid in the vertical plane and very narrow in the horizontal 
plan, which allows for a wide upright registration, resulting in capturing only the person 
in front of the microphone regardless of height or standing or sitting.

NARROW VERTICAL 
POLAR 
PATTERN

Very wide in the horizontal plane, a single microphone can pick up more people and 
gives maximum freedom of movement to the right and left without volume fluctuations.

Capture-KMC20H, KMC20 

Capture-KMC20V

OUR UNIQUE TECNOLOGIES
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For product specifications, download the datasheet

Vyper-KV52

Vyper-KV25

Download datasheet Vyper-KV52:
www.k-array.com/product/vyper-kv52

Download datasheet Vyper-KV25:
www.k-array.com/product/vyper-kv25

Python-KP52 l
Download datasheet Python-KP52 l:
www.k-array.com/product/python-kp52l

Python-KP102 l
Download datasheet Python-KP102 l:
www.k-array.com/product/python-kp102l

Download datasheet Kobra-KK52 l:
www.k-array.com/product/kobra-kk52l

Kobra-KK52 l

Kobra-KK102 l
Download datasheet Kobra-KK102 l:
www.k-array.com/product/kobra-kk102l

Anakonda-KAN200
Download datasheet Anakonda KAN200:
www.k-array.com/product/anakonda-kan200

Anakonda-KAN200+
Download datasheet Anakonda KAN200+:
www.k-array.com/product/anakonda-kan200+

Anakonda-KAN200+8
Download datasheet Anakonda KAN200+8:
www.k-array.com/product/anakonda-kan200+8

Capture-KMC20H
Download datasheet Capture-KMC20H:

www.k-array.com/product/capture-kmc20h

Capture-KMC20V
Download datasheet Capture-KMC20V:

www.k-array.com/product/capture-kmc20v

Capture-KMC20
Download datasheet Capture-KMC20:

www.k-array.com/product/capture-kmc20

Download datasheet Rumble-KU44:
www.k-array.com/producat/rumble-ku44

Rumble-KU44

Rumble-KU26
Download datasheet Rumble-KU26:

www.k-array.com/product/rumble-ku26

Download datasheet Rumble-KU210:
www.k-array.com/product/rumble-ku210

Rumble-KU210

Rumble-KU212
Download datasheet Rumble-KU212:

www.k-array.com/product/rumble-ku212

Pinnacle-KR102 l
Download datasheet Pinnacle-KR102 l:

www.k-array.com/product/pinnacle-kr102l

Pinnacle-KR202 l
Download datasheet Pinnacle-KR202 l:

www.k-array.com/product/pinnacle-kr202l

https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/6yAsSFQk6E63PYerMB6F1z/6646dc81c2884478b46fa37e3372806a/KV52_Datasheet_Ver3_Rev1.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/44FInT9qi5ccLSvaJGwvpd/25d53db883c6fe017faafe81d58bb32e/KV25_Datasheet_1.3.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/4AZU0bJE2s0saeM6qEWKkY/372853e6b6c3844de293c4f9f6d32c43/KP52_Datasheet_Ver3_Rev1__1_.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/TMwwQAMqqcgseYwGIg8Mi/b96a6e14cf82d5d4ea620c60f029698e/KP102I_Datasheet_Ver3_Rev2.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/6dk0nMV6N2AoMOamQ2os8s/0832f3583fb8dd6d2c35bde3f7b1283b/KK52_I_Datasheet_5.1.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/1phrZjih8EU2YgSwGa2OiU/7bc13aa614405fdbe36f2815e04f7fd8/KK102_Datasheet_5.1.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/2bBIPnsL2gKqUMGqMgW2QS/298798d0b8e2e769210b05be8c464146/KAN200_Datasheet_Ver3_Rev0.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/2bBIPnsL2gKqUMGqMgW2QS/298798d0b8e2e769210b05be8c464146/KAN200_Datasheet_Ver3_Rev0.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/2bBIPnsL2gKqUMGqMgW2QS/298798d0b8e2e769210b05be8c464146/KAN200_Datasheet_Ver3_Rev0.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/uJu9C01n7UmCIaiQs48Iy/0d5ca426d95499fb23afa07bdc8b3260/Capture-KMC20_Datasheet.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/uJu9C01n7UmCIaiQs48Iy/0d5ca426d95499fb23afa07bdc8b3260/Capture-KMC20_Datasheet.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/uJu9C01n7UmCIaiQs48Iy/0d5ca426d95499fb23afa07bdc8b3260/Capture-KMC20_Datasheet.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/1rPcwIL5cEmiUyMQiMCmKQ/6c3f3556fcd37ebf036428a4019d3d81/KU44_Datasheet_Ver2_Rev0.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/1ot44oj3Mc2Eukgem8WqyM/27ae2a705748661fc6751e8f8335f35a/KU26_Datasheet_Ver2_Rev2.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/1wYy4lpsiQgce0kmEqw8ko/a836591f2d03161f8822ddae457b4e6b/KR102_Datasheet_Ver2_Rev0.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/7rrwAnNhVmgQsaiGUGQEQ8/b02b64fa21228bfe44588db53091bbcf/KR202_Datasheet_Ver2_Rev0.pdf
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Pinnacle-KR402 l
Download datasheet Pinnacle-KR402 l:
www.k-array.com/product/pinnacle-kr402l

Pinnacle-KR802 l
Download datasheet Pinnacle-KR802 l:
www.k-array.com/product/pinnacle-kr802l

https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/56rLl1Cf7GEGemsYg0QywA/263e9462a2129570c6d47f41043bb16e/KR402_Datasheet_Ver2_Rev0.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/i12m233ixdxi/4TQ9K8W0dim4sW8QogQmOO/c064793eedbd09f89ec63c7437213be5/KR802_Datasheet_Ver2_Rev0_.pdf
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In accordance with its policy of continuous product development, K-array reserves the right to introduce any changes to its products without prior notice.
Materials, colors and data presented in the catalog are only for reference. K-array is available to customize systems, finishes and new applications upon request.

All rights reserved © 2019
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Designed and Made in Italy

K-ARRAY surl
Via P. Romagnoli 17 | 50038 Scarperia e San Piero - Firenze - Italy

ph +39 055 84 87 222 | info@k-array.com

www.k-array.com


